





























































































Activity( ! !Able!to!move!four!extremities!voluntarily!on!command! ! 2!Able!to!move!two!extremities!voluntarily!on!command! ! 1!Able!to!move!no!extremities!voluntarily!on!command! ! 0!! ! !
Respiration( ! !Able!to!breathe!deeply!and!cough!freely! ! 2!Dyspnea!or!limited!breathing! ! 1!Apneic! ! 0!! ! !
O2(Saturation( ! !Maintains!baseline!saturation!on!room!air!! ! 2!Needs!O2!to!maintain!>90%!saturation! ! 1!O2!saturation<90%!with!O2!supplement! ! 0!! ! !
Circulation( ! !BP!±!20%!of!preUanesthetic!level! ! 2!BP!±!20!–!49%!of!preUanesthetic!level! ! 1!BP!±!50%!of!preUanesthetic!level! ! 0!! ! !















Drug Time Mean Pain Score StdDev 
Control PACU 0.61 1.67 
Control Discharge 0.76 1.32 
Control 6 hours 1.95 1.40 
Control 1st Analgesic 6.38 2.09 
Experiment PACU 0.21 0.54 
Experiment Discharge 0.71 0.93 
Experiment 6 hours 2.24 1.36 



























Control 15.32 4.24 13.27 17.36 
Experiment 19.05 6.03 16.15 21.96 
Table(5(M(Mean(Recovery(Time(!
Effect FValue ProbF 
Drug 1st Appointment 0.03 0.86 
Drug 8.74 0.01 















Drug! Time to First Oral 




Effect F – Value Probability F 
Drug 1st Appointment 0.07 0.79 
Drug 9.19 0.01 














in!the!experimental!sedation!group!only!11!of!19!received!a!“good”!rating.!In!the!control!group!there!were!2!sedations!that!received!a!“fair”!rating,!in!comparison!to!4!sedations!in!the!experimental!group.!Four!sedations!from!the!experimental!group!were!rated!as!poor!or!very!poor,!where!only!2!of!the!sedations!in!the!control!group!received!a!rating!of!poor!or!very!poor!(Table!9).!! Operating!Grade! Control( Experiment( Total!
Good( 15! 11! 26!
Fair( 2! 4! 6!
Poor( 1! 2! 3!





Effect FValue Prob>F 
Drug at 1st Appointment 0.49 0.49 
Drug 0.26 0.62 
Drug_at 1st Appointment*Drug 0.12 0.73 
Table(10(M(Surgery(Duration(
Control!Experimental!No!preference!
!!!!!
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Discussion(!There!are!a!multitude!of!scientific!investigations!regarding!the!use!of!dexmedetomidine!as!an!anesthetic!adjunct!in!both!adult!and!pediatric!cases.!The!majority!of!this!literature!deals!with!associated!changes!in!hemodynamic!stability,!effects!on!emergence!delirium,!or!the!sedative,!anxiolytic!properties!of!dexmedetomidine,!rather!than!specifically!looking!at!the!analgesic!properties!of!this!drug!and!their!effect!on!recovery.!In!this!crossover!study,!the!aim!was!to!evaluate!the!postoperative!analgesic!effects!of!intravenous!dexmedetomidine!and!to!compare!them!to!those!seen!with!the!use!of!intravenous!fentanyl,!an!opioid!commonly!used!in!outpatient!surgery.!Dexmedetomidine!is!significant!in!the!fact!that!it!does!not!cause!an!appreciable!amount!of!respiratory!depression!and!this!could!be!an!important!focus!in!the!treatment!of!patients!with!preexisting!pulmonary!conditions,!obstructive!sleep!apnea,!or!obesity.!!!Dexmedetomidine!is!a!highly!selective!alphaU2!agonist,!similar!to!clonidine,!however!dexmedetomidine!has!a!much!greater!affinity!for!the!alphaU2!receptor!(8!times!the!affinity!of!clonidine!for!the!receptor).!!12!These!receptors!work!primarily!in!the!sympathetic!nervous!system,!and!when!activated!initiate!a!negative!feedback!loop!
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modulating!the!release!of!norepinephrine.!This!mechanism!allows!for!the!attenuation!of!the!sympathetic!stress!response,!which!is!an!important!function!of!these!drugs!in!surgical!patients,!especially!patients!with!preexisting!cardiac!conditions,!such!as!systemic!hypertension!or!myocardial!ischemia.!!13U15!Additionally,!alphaU2!receptors!are!found!in!the!locus!ceruleus!and!spinal!column!–!it!is!these!locations!that!promote!the!properties!of!sedation,!anxiolysis,!and!analgesia.!The!locus!ceruleus!is!the!predominant!noradrenergic!nucleus!in!the!brain!and!serves!as!a!modulator!of!wakefulness!and!vigilance.!!16!In!the!spinal!column,!activation!of!these!receptors!inhibits!nociceptive!neurons,!and!in!turn,!decreases!the!production!of!substance!P.!!14!These!properties,!combined!with!the!lack!of!respiratory!depression!associated!with!dexmedetomidine,!make!it!a!great!adjunct!for!providing!sedation!for!surgery!in!an!ambulatory!setting.!The!author!designed!this!crossover!study!to!specifically!compare!these!properties!and!analgesic!effects!with!those!of!fentanyl,!a!commonly!used!opioid!in!mandibular!third!molar!extractions.!!Overall,!the!results!showed!that!the!pain!scores!were!similar!upon!arrival!to!the!PACU!and!at!discharge!from!PACU.!!This!is!to!be!expected!with!the!duration!of!local!anesthetic!activity!extending!well!beyond!the!typical!PACU!duration.!!However!at!6!hours!postoperatively!the!pain!scores!varied!greatly.!This!is!possibly!best!appreciated!simply!as!a!result!of!the!variation!in!the!time!period!between!leaving!the!treating!facility!and!the!patients!deciding!to!begin!their!home!oral!analgesics.!As!
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a!consequence!it!was!thought!that!the!better!area!to!focus!on!when!attempting!to!gain!an!insight!into!the!efficacy!of!one!sedation!technique!over!another!was!whether!or!not!the!intravenous!sedation!medications!had!a!longerUlasting!effect!on!pain!relief!in!the!number!of!hours!following!discharge!from!PACU!until!the!patient!decided!pain!medication!was!necessary.!!We!found!there!was!a!significantly!greater!time!until!pain!medicines!where!taken!when!propofol!and!dexmedetomidine!were!the!sedatives!used!rather!than!following!a!propofol!and!fentanyl!procedural!sedation.!This!was!also!a!factor!noted!in!previous!research!using!the!dexmedetomidine!for!outpatient!gynecologic!procedures,!postoperative!management!of!scoliosis!surgery,!and!children!requiring!tonsillectomies.!All!these!studies!show!patients!had!less!postoperative!analgesia!and!an!increased!opioidUfree!interval!following!procedures.!!2,17U19!This!finding!would!suggest!that!dexmedetomidine!may!be!a!better!combination!for!patients!where!a!longer!duration!between!operation!and!home!care!may!be!anticipated!(e.g.!patients!travelling!a!long!distance!between!procedural!location!and!home)!or!as!an!adjunct!in!the!sedation!of!patients!with!OSA!or!obesity!where!it!would!be!desirable!to!avoid!the!added!hypoventilation!that!may!be!anticipated!with!the!use!of!narcotics.!In!a!previous!study,!after!receiving!dexmedetomidine!intraoperatively!during!routine!tonsillectomies,!children!diagnosed!with!OSA!awakened!to!a!smoother!postoperative!course!and!experienced!fewer!episodes!of!desaturation!than!children!receiving!opioids!intraoperatively.!!2!The!analgesic!benefits!seen!here!in!the!oral!surgery!field!may!make!this!medication!a!viable!and!valuable!sedative!selection!in!
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those!cases!where!a!practitioner!may!simply!wish!to!reduce!or!avoid!altogether!intraoperative!and!postoperative!narcotics.!!Another!factor!that!may!have!influenced!the!results!became!apparent!as!the!data!recorder!gathered!information!from!the!patients.!!The!discharging!nurses!may!not!have!given!completely!uniform!instructions!regarding!the!taking!of!the!first!pain!medication,!some!patients!may!have!understood!that!the!first!pain!medication!was!to!be!taken!before!the!local!anesthetic!dissipated,!as!is!usually!the!institutional!practice,!and!not!to!wait!until!they!found!it!clinically!necessary,!the!latter!was!the!original!design!of!the!study.!!A!difference!in!recovery!time!was!also!noted!to!be!significant,!as!those!patients!receiving!dexmedetomidine!in!combination!with!propofol!generally!exhibited!a!longer!recovery!time!than!those!receiving!fentanyl!and!propofol.!!The!time!difference!of!four!minutes,!although!statistically!significant,!was!not!however!a!difference!that!would!be!of!great!clinical!importance!in!an!average!private!practice!setting.!This!was!also!depicted!in!a!previous!study!comparing!dexmedetomidine!and!fentanyl!in!outpatient!maxillofacial!procedures,!where!the!recovery!time!for!the!dexmedetomidine!group!was!significantly!prolonged!compared!to!the!fentanyl!group,!in!some!cases!the!recovery!time!was!twice!as!long!as!the!procedure.!20!It!is!interesting!to!note!in!the!current!study!that!the!discharge!time!was!also!more!variable!in!the!experimental!group,!having!a!range!of!16.15!to!22.28!minutes,!whereas!a!fentanyl!and!propofol!combination!not!only!showed!a!quicker!wake!up!but!a!more!predictable!recovery!profile.!Other!studies!have!reported!the!opposite,!
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saying!that!dexmedetomidine!allowed!for!a!quicker!recovery!of!patients!due!to!fewer!side!effects,!such!as!PONV!or!episodes!of!desaturation.!!2!In!our!results,!it!is!noted!that!the!surgical!time!is!not!influenced!by!either!which!drug!is!given!or!which!drug!is!administered!at!the!1st!appointment.!This!is!important!to!note!because!it!is!desirable!to!have!similar!surgical!situations!for!both!appointments!in!a!crossover!study!to!accurately!compare!the!sedation!drugs!utilized.!!This!observation!is!not!only!interesting,!but!strengthens!the!interpretation!of!the!statistical!difference!seen!in!our!study!between!the!control!and!experimental!sedations.!!The!more!unpredictable!experimental!sedation!made!judging!termination!of!the!sedation!a!little!more!challenging!and!although!every!effort!was!made!to!regulate!the!propofol!infusion!in!both!groups!similarly,!and!to!provide!the!fastest!transition!between!satisfactory!operating!conditions!and!awakening,!more!of!the!dexmedetomidine!sedations!found!patients!still!very!sleepy!at!the!conclusion!of!their!treatment!while!interestingly!a!number!of!the!same!sedation!group!saw!the!patient!more!easily!arousable!and!responding!very!rapidly!to!the!lightest!attempt!by!the!anesthesiologist!to!awaken!them!by!opening!their!eyes!immediately!after!surgery!was!over!and!following!directions.!The!unpredictability!of!dexmedetomidine!in!sedation!has!been!observed!in!previous!studies!involving!dental!or!oral!surgery!procedures.!One!study!revealed!that!the!sudden!arousal!to!stimulation,!especially!sound,!may!be!a!disadvantage!of!dexmedetomidine’s!use!in!dental!applications!where!handpieces!and!drills!are!often!used.!!21!One!patient!woke!
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up!from!the!experimental!sedation!and!proceeded!to!place!his!hands!out!like!he!was!holding!on!to!a!steering!wheel!and!driving!a!car,!asking!for!directions!and!looking!for!the!driveway!at!his!house.!This!is!interesting!because!he!appeared!to!be!in!a!dreamUlike!state!even!though!his!eyes!were!open.!!The!literature!mentions!this!and!has!explained!it!as!the!result!of!the!action!of!dexmedetomidine!on!the!locus!ceruleus!and!its!ability!to!induce!a!natural!physiologic!sleep!pattern.!22!Additionally,!a!few!other!patients!receiving!the!experimental!sedation!were!seemingly!disturbed!by!the!operative!procedure!itself!and!some!appeared!to!be!quite!agitated!by!the!stimulation!or!pressure!from!the!dental!extractions,!even!possibly!the!sound!of!the!drill;!it!appeared!as!if!they!were!comfortably!in!a!deep!sleep!and!suddenly!disrupted!by!an!annoying!stimulus.!In!most!instances,!even!though!these!patients!appeared!agitated!and!made!some!movements!that!did!not!appear!purposeful,!they!rarely!ever!opened!their!eyes!which!could!leave!one!to!believe!they!continued!to!stay!in!the!dreamUlike!state!while!expressing!aversion!towards!the!unpleasant!stimulus.!In!a!small!number!of!cases!this!was!disruptive!to!the!surgery!and!may!account!for!the!lower!rating!of!operating!conditions!given!by!the!surgeon!for!this!group.!Additionally,!two!patients!receiving!the!control!sedation!became!very!talkative!and!required!multiple!extra!boluses!of!propofol!(20!mg!per!bolus)!and!frequent!reminders!to!be!cooperative!before!the!surgeon!was!able!to!continue!with!surgery.!!!!Even!though!overall!there!was!no!significant!difference!in!patient!preference!based!on!the!specific!sedation!protocol!utilized,!there!were!variable!results.!Some!patients!
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preferred!to!be!more!alert!and!awake!during!surgery!and!other!patients!preferred!to!be!completely!unaware!and!appreciated!being!more!drowsy.!!Most!patients!declared!they!were!unable!to!recall!the!events!of!the!surgery,!even!when!their!sedation!preference!was!because!they!felt!more!“awake.”!Two!patients!reported!that!they!felt!much!less!pain!following!the!dexmedetomidine!sedation,!however!they!preferred!the!control!sedation!for!other!reasons.!No!patients!reported!really!strong!feelings!either!for!or!against!either!sedation!and!the!majority!reported!they!would!have!either!sedation!again.!Postoperative!nausea!and!vomiting!occurred!in!one!patient!after!the!control!sedation!and!in!no!patients!following!the!experimental!sedation.!This!patient!later!reported!a!preference!for!the!experimental!sedation,!giving!the!fewer!side!effects!she!experienced!as!the!reason!for!her!preference.!In!a!previous!study!looking!at!utilizing!dexmedetomidine!as!the!sole!anesthetic!in!officeUbased!oral!and!maxillofacial!surgery!procedures,!the!authors!compared!a!patient!group!receiving!fentanyl!to!a!patient!group!receiving!dexmedetomidine!and!reported!the!fentanyl!group!experienced!a!significantly!higher!amount!of!postoperative!nausea!and!vomiting!than!the!dexmedetomidine!group.!!20!!In!summary,!dexmedetomidine!is!an!alphaU2!agonist!with!anxiolytic,!sedative!and!analgesic!properties!that!can!be!safely!used!for!ambulatory!anesthesia!for!dental!on!respiratory!drive,!providing!longer!lasting!analgesia,!attenuating!the!sympathoadrenal!response!to!stress,!increasing!the!opioidUfree!interval,!and!providing!for!a!comfortable!recovery!may!be!particularly!beneficial!in!the!treatment!
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of!specific!patient!groups,!such!as!patients!diagnosed!with!obstructive!sleep!apnea,!obesity,!systemic!hypertension!or!preexisting!myocardial!ischemia.!Whether!or!not!the!benefit!of!improved!postUoperative!analgesia!observed!in!the!test!group!warrants!the!greater!expense!incurred!using!this!medication!needs!to!be!more!closely!assessed.!It!should!also!be!noted!that!the!suggested!loading!dose!range!for!the!administration!of!dexmedetomidine!is!1U2!ug/kg!and!we!used!the!lower!dose.!It!would!be!valuable!to!repeat!this!study!using!the!upper!limit!of!the!recommended!loading!dose!and!comparing!outcomes.!!More!research!in!this!area!is!also!necessary!to!investigate!other!combinations!of!sedative!adjuncts!with!dexmedetomidine!and!its!potential!impact!on!outpatient!anesthesia.
!!!!!
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Conclusion(!!This!single!blind!crossover!study!served!to!evaluate!the!efficacy!of!intraoperative!intravenous!dexmedetomidine!in!the!management!of!postoperative!analgesia,!its!impact!on!recovery!time,!and!surgical!operating!conditions!in!mandibular!third!molar!extraction.!Eighteen!ASA!I!or!II!patients!between!the!ages!18!and!40!years!of!age!underwent!the!two!different!sedation!protocols!(control!and!experiment)!to!complete!this!study.!The!only!significant!differences!noted!between!the!sedation!groups!were!seen!in!recovery!time!measured!in!minutes!and!time!from!discharge!until!the!first!pain!pill!was!taken.!On!average,!patients!receiving!the!experimental!sedation!were!in!recovery!for!a!slightly!longer!duration!(4!minutes)!than!patients!receiving!the!control!sedation.!The!time!until!the!patient!felt!it!necessary!to!take!a!pain!pill!following!discharge!was!approximately!an!hour!longer!following!the!experimental!sedation!in!comparison!with!the!control!sedation.!Surgeon!grading!of!operating!conditions!and!patient!preference!did!not!reveal!great!disparity!between!the!sedations!groups.!The!data!collected!in!this!small!crossover!study!with!just!18!participants!displays!that!sedation!with!dexmedetomidine!and!propofol!can!be!safely!performed!for!third!molar!extractions!in!an!outpatient!setting,!providing!longer!analgesia!than!sedation!with!fentanyl!and!propofol.!Additional!crossover!studies!with!similar!principles!in!testing!the!usefulness!of!intravenous!
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dexmedetomidine!and!possibly!including!other!adjuncts!to!anesthesia,!could!expand!upon!these!ideas!in!a!larger!population.
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